
Trainable AI-Microscope Bioreactor Imager & Analysis

Produc t  Over v iew
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Time is filled with
routine work.

AI TAKES CARE OF

THE BORING STUFF.
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automated 
microscope

high-performance 
server

AI analysis software



Use pre-trained AI

Re-train to specific problem if 
necessary

WORKFLOW

Fully automated & conveniently 
tracked data processing

Evaluate images Get answersDefine your question

Interactively drill down and evaluate

Export images, plots & results
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www.vaidr.de
info@vaidr.de

CHECK OUT OUR

APPLICATION NOTES.



FAQs

Q: Does the VAIDR microscope have ambient control?
A: No, but it’s a cozy 36°C inside so you can image 
live cells and put them back into the incubator.

Q: Which vessel types are supported?
A: Any multi-well plate plus T-flasks and various dishes

Q: What optics does the microscope have?
A: Each microscope has one objective. Depending on 
your main application, choose from 10x, 20x or 40x

Q: Do I have to buy VAIDR?
A: No, you can lease it. A system with 1 server, 
software and 1 microscope is 30k€ per year. 
Additional microscopes only add 3k€ per year. 
Choose longer lease periods or enter a collaboration 
with us for substantial discounts.

Q: Can I evaluate VAIDR first?
A: Yes, through our „2-4-2“ onboarding program. For 
a fee of 2500€, we offer a 4-week trial period, 
sandwiched between a 2-week planning period and a 
2-week evaluation phase. If you decide to lease, the 
fee will be deducted from your first payment.
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AUTOMATIC 
ANALYSIS

CONTINUOUS 
IMAGING 

GET
ANSWERS

Wireless imager

Custom clamp 
to fit your bio-

reactor



FAQs

Q: What can SAIBR quantify?
A: Size, shape and count of aggregates. To get an 
absolute aggregate count, there are various methods of 
calibration. Additionally, we’re developing the 
prediction of metrics like cell count and -differentiation 
success.

Q: How much is it?
A: A system consisting of 1 server plus software and up 
to 3 imagers is 30k€. This includes 1 year of care-free 
service & support. Extend the service & support for 3k€ 
per year if needed.

Q: Can I evaluate SAIBR first?
A: Yes, through our „2-4-2“ onboarding program. For 
a fee of 2500€, we offer a 4-week trial period, 
sandwiched between a 2-week planning period and a 
2-week evaluation phase. If you decide to buy, the fee 
will be deducted from your payment.
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